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Abstract 
Juhasz, 1. and S. Shelah, On partitioning the triples of a topological space, Topology and its 
Applications 44 (1992) 203-208. 
We prove that it is consistent with GCH (and in fact true in L) that there is a O-dimensional Tz 
topological space X of cardinality K, such that every partition of the triples of X into countably 
many pieces has a nondiscrete homogeneous set. 
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In [l] it was shown to be consistent with GCH that for every T2 space X there 
is a partition of the triples of X into countably many pieces such that every countable 
homogeneous subset of X is discrete, moreover Weiss has shown in [3] that, under 
similar assumptions, the quadruples of X may be colored with countably many 
colors so that every homogeneous set be discrete. In fact, no additional set-theoretic 
assumptions beyond GCH are needed if 1x1 s N,. 
In this paper we propose to show that both of these results are sharp because we 
show the consistency with GCH (and the assumptions of these results) of the 
existence of a O-dimensional T2 space X of cardinality K, such that every partition 
of the triples of X into countably many pieces does have a nondiscrete homogeneous 
set. Of course, such a set must in general be uncountable! 
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We shall produce this space in a generic extension of a ground model V satisfying 
GCH. Our notion of forcing P will be +-closed and will have the w,-CC, hence 
cardinals will be preserved, moreover we have IPI = wj and this implies that GCH 
will also be preserved. 
Forcing with P will yield a generic map F: wz x w3 + 2 that determines a O- 
dimensional T, topology rF on I+, namely the topology generated by the sets Al 
with u E w2 and i E 2, where 
AL = {a E wj: F( v, a) = i}. 
Thus a base for the topology rF is formed by the sets 
B, = n {A;,““: v E D(E)}, 
where F E Fn(w,, 2), i.e., F is any finite function from w2 to 2. 
The elements of P will be approximations to F of size SK, with certain “side 
conditions” that intend to fix limit points of certain sets in the eventual topology 
TV. For convenience, we choose the approximations to be of the form f: v x A + 2 
where v E w2 and A E [w31c we. We denote by Q the set of all suchJ: Note that since 
f is the trace of F on v x A, we “know” the sets AL n A for p E Y and therefore the 
sets B, n A = BI for E E Fn( V, 2). 
In what follows we denote by [Alwlt’ the collection of all subsets of A of order 
type w, + 1, for any A c wj . Moreover, for s E [AIWl+’ we let (Y(S) denote the maximal 
(i.e., w,st) element of s. 
Now, the notion of forcing P is defined as the set of all pairs (f; r), where f E Q, 
D(f)=vxA, .,[A],,+’ with Irl d K,, satisfying the following condition (*): 
For each s E r and F E Fn( v, 2), if (Y(S) E BI, then 1s n Bll= K,. (*I 
Of course, we set (L r) S (f ‘, r’) iff f 1 f’ and r 1 r’. We can now formulate our 
result. 
Theorem. Let V k GCH, G be P-generic over V, and put in V[ G] 
F = U if: 3r ((J; r) E G)). 
Then F : co2 x w3 + 2 and the topology rF on w_ , is O-dimensional Tz with the property 
that every coloring of [wj13 with countably many colors has a homogeneous set that 
is no! discrete in rTF. 
Proof. If p E P is a condition, we are going to write p = (f “, r”) and D( f “) = v,, X A”. 
Also, instead of Bj” we just write Bp. 
Let us start by showing that P is w,-closed. Indeed, let {(f,, r;)=p,: 6~ w,} be 
a collection of conditions with pE s ps for .$> 5 and put 
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We only have to show that (f, 1’)~ P, i.e., satisfies (*). But if E E Fn( v, 2) (where 
v = U&U , vt) and s E r, then there is a 5 E w, with both E E Fn( vE, 2) and s E r,. 
Now if a(s) E I?:, then cy (s) E Blr as well, hence by Bj 2 B$, (f<, 1;) E P implies 
IsnBi(=IsnB$(=K,. 
Next we show that P has the o,-CC. Indeed, it follows from GCH by a standard 
A-system and counting argument that among any K3 elements of P we can always 
find two of the form (,f; r) and (,f’, r’) with D(f) = v x A and D(f’) = v x A’, such 
that fr v x (A n A’) =f’r v x (A n A’), and An A’< A\A’< A’\A. In this case (fu 
f’, r u r’) is a common extension of (f; I’) and (f’, Y), because then s E r u r’ and 
‘Y(S) E An A’ implies s = A n A’ and this clearly assures that (fuf’, r u r’) satisfy 
(*>. 
Next fix (p, a) E wz x wj and put 
D p,m = {P E P: (CL, Q)E D(Y)}. 
We claim that D,,,, is dense in P Indeed, it is clear first that for any p E P if cy E AP, 
then for any extension g off’ from vp x A” to up x (A” u {a}) we shall have 
Thus it suffices to show that every p E P has extensions q with arbitrarily large 
v“ E w?. To see this we define by transfinite induction on v E wz\vp conditions 
qv = (gu, I-“) with D(g,,) = v x A” and g, c g,, for p < Y as follows. 
Letq,~~=p;if~uEwz\(~P)islimitthenputg,=U{g,,:aE~\~P},then(g,,Tp)~P 
as in the proof of w,-closedness. Finally, for p + 1 we can put 
for all LY E A”. 
This of course immediately implies that every (p, a) E wz x w3 will be in the domain 
of F. 
To see that 7F is T2 we have to show that for (Y f /3 in w3 there is some p E w2 
with F(p, a) f F(p, p), so assume that p E P is arbitrary with a, p E A”. If there is 
no @Ev=vP with fP(p, a)ffP(p, p), then let us consider the collection (e= 
{ BF : F E Fn( v, 2) and 1 BiI = N,} and fix a partition A” = C,,u Cl of A” such that 
CY E CO, p E C, and IBf n C,( = K, for each B! E Ce and i E 2. Then if g extends f” to 
(v + 1) x AP by the stipulation 
g(v,y)=i iff yEC,, 
then clearly (g, rp) is an extension of p in P that forces F(v, a) # F( v, p), i.e., 
g(v,~)fg(v,p). 
Now let p = (A r) E P and s E K We claim that p forces (Y(S) to be a limit point 
of s\{(Y(s)}. Indeed, assume that p E G is generic, E E Fn(w?, 2) and B, is a basic 
open set for 7F with (Y(S) E B, . Since the D,,,,, are dense, we can find an extension 
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q of p in G such that E E Fn( yy, 2), but then we have 
B, r-7 (S\{Q(S))) = BZ n (s\{a(s)]) # 0 
by (*) for q, hence indeed (Y(S) is in the closure of s\{(Y(s)}. 
Finally let us turn to proving that, in V[ G], every partition of [wJ3 into countably 
many pieces has a nondiscrete homogeneous set. Thus assume that 
for a P-name i. It will clearly suffice to show that every p E P has an extension q 
such that for some s E rq we have 
q IF “s is i-homogeneous”, 
because q also forces that s is nondiscrete! 
Let us start the proof of this with the following observation: For every condition 
p E P there is an extension q and a map t, : [Aq13 + w (in V!) such that 
q IF iIrAqI = t,. (**I 
Indeed, this follows easily from our assumption about i and that P is w,-closed, 
using a standard closure argument. 
Let us denote by D the set of such q with a tq satisfying (**), then D is dense 
in P, moreover let T be the map on D such that T(q) = t, for each q E D. 
Now fix a condition p E P and choose a large enough regular cardinal A such 
that, P, i and all other relevant objects belong to H(h) (clearly, A = KS will do). 
Then we take an elementary submodel N < H(h) such that 
(i) ~~,p,i,Q TPEN; 
(ii) INI= Kz, N “IcNandif~ENnw3,then~CNaswell. 
The existence of such an N follows from 2”j = Kz. 
Let us put u = w3 n N, clearly cf( g) = 02. Now we are going to define by transfinite 
induction two sequences of conditions (pc: [E OJJ and (qF: 5~ w2) with ps, qg E D 
as follows: 
Let p. be such that (T E A”o, posp and p,,~ D. 
If ps is defined with ps = (fs, r,), D(fc) = u<xA,, then put A;= NnAAg=unA5 
and r;= Nnrc=[A5] ’ “++‘nT, and p;=(f;,r;), where fk=fcrvcxA;. Then we 
have pi E N n P, moreover the functions h,: uc + 2 and kc: [A;]‘+ w defined by 
&(r*.) =&(P, g) and &({a, P]) = &({a, P. g>), respectively belong to N as well. 
Now the following statement is true in H(h): “pi has an extension q in D such 
that yq = vs, A; < Aq\A;, and if y is the minimal element of A’\A;, then f ‘(p, y) = 
h*(p) for every p E uC, and for each {(Y, p} E [A;]*we have k<({a, PI) = tq({a, P, ~1)“. 
Since N-C H(A) we can then also find a qt E N with all of these properties. Note 
that then we have y4f = u, = up< and Aqc n Ape = Ai < Aqs\A; < APc\A;, and clearly 
f qc 1 uc x A; = f pc r uE x A’, hence as we remarked earlier pc and qc are compatible. 
Thus we can define pet, to be any common extension of ps and qt- with P~+~ E D. 
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Finally, if .$E w2 is a limit ordinal and pf, qE have been defined for all n E 5 as 
above and so that n < 5 < 5 imply pr s p,,, then we can use the argument with which 
we proved the w,-closedness of P to put ps = (f,, r,) where f< = U if,: 77 E 5) and 
r, = lJ {r,: n E 5). It is easy to see that, since pa E D for every n E 5, we shall have 
pc E D as well, moreover, we also have pE G p,,+, s q,, for n E 5. This completes the 
induction. 
Let us denote by y5 the minimal element of A+\A;, then yr E (T and the sequence 
( yE: 5 e 6~~) is strictly increasing. 
Since 5 E n E w2 implies pT) s-p< we also have then t, 2 t5, where, of course, 
t, = T( pc). Therefore, if we put A* = U {AE = Af: 6 E wz>, then t” = U {t,: 5 E wJ is 
a partition of the triples of A* into w pieces, i.e., t* : [A*13 + w. We claim that the 
sequence (‘ye: 5 E w2) is end-homogeneous for t*. Indeed, this follows by noting that 
if 77 E 5, then Ye E A:, hence for 5, r) E 5 we have r*({Yi, Y,,, YJ) = &,,({Yc, Y,,, ~~1) = 
k,({Y,, ~71) = t&Y<, YV, ~1) = t*({Yi, YT, ~1). 
Consequently, if we consider the partition k : [w$ + w defined by 
k({rl> 5)) = t*({Y,, YE, o]), 
and pick a homogeneous set S c w2 of order type w, for it, as we know we can do 
by the Erdos-Rado theorem and 2Ko= K, , then 
will have order type w, + 1 and will be homogeneous for t*. 
Let us put 5” = sup S, and note that since s c A,* and t,.c t”, pE* It “s is 
homogeneous for i” because pF* also forces that “ir[AE*13 = t,*“. 
Consequently, we shall be done if we can show that p” = (f(*, r,- u {s}) E P, i.e., 
satisfies (*) for s, since clearly p*C p. To see this note that for every p E v,* there 
is a 5, E S such that p E v6* and then for every 5 E S\& we have f&, yF) = f&L, yE) = 
UP) = h&CL) =&*(A CT). In other words this says that if (T E (AC*) L for p E vE* and 
i E 2, then s\(AE*)L is countable, consequently for every E E Fn( v~*, 2) we have that 
if oE B$*, then s n B$‘ is cocountable in s, and hence uncountable. This completes 
the proof of our theorem. 0 
Let us remark that our notion of forcing P and the family of dense sets required 
to be met by G satisfy the conditions of [2], and therefore the existence of a 
P-generic F and consequently that ofthe topology 7F is implied by an (wz, l)-morass. 
In particular, the space we constructed also exists in L. This is of interest because 
the results on countable homogeneous sets being discrete for the triples and arbitrary 
homogeneous sets being discrete for the quadruples mentioned in the introduction 
were proven under GCH + some (weak) versions of OK for singular K, so in particular 
are also valid in L. 
We would like to point out that the following problem remains open: Does GCH 
(or just ZFC?) imply the existence of a T2 (or T3?) space X such that every partition 
of the triples of X into countably many pieces has a nondiscrete homogeneous set? 
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